In this paper we have identified the various relationships among various stakeholders and dependencies on various factors involves during execution of an application.
INTRODUCTION
This paper presents the Use Case for identification of root cause of the dependencies and mutual understanding and cooperation difficulties in on software systems and to find a new understanding of the dependencies that exist in software systems. This would equally help to answer the question of Software developers that -How to use practices and technologies to manage them.‖ and provide deep insight of the root cause of the dependencies, since all software systems have dependencies because software modules interact with each other, with documentation, with libraries, and with test suites. J. Michael Moore, Frank M. rightly analyses that the Software development includes gathering information about tasks, work practices and design options from users [10] . Software engineers recognize that these dependencies exist, as technical relationships between the components of the system, and have tried to model them as part of their formal methods and process descriptions. For this study we have opted most successful Application Monitoring Tool -CA WILY‖ provided by the internationally acclaimed OEM Computer Associates (CA). The software module was implemented by the OEM implementation partner ALCEL Networks Pvt. Ltd. for the customer is Technocraft Consultancy Sales and Services (TCSS).
A Brief Overview of USE CASE Executive Summary
To assure critical revenue and optimal performance of Central Board of Excise and Customs (CBEC) applications, TCSS requires an application management solution that can monitor 100% of user transactions, provide unique data on the business impact of failed transactions, and deliver essential data for resolving problems quickly -all with negligible overhead. With such a solution in place, everyone in the organization -Line of Business managers, application administrators, architects, DBAs, IT app owners, etc. can work together to ensure customer satisfaction, SLA compliance, and business success.
CA Wily provides deep visibility into the application environment and helps enterprises keep their mission-critical applications high-performing and available 24x7. This ability to proactively monitor end-to-end transactions of all users in real time and provide deep visibility into the application -all with negligible impact on application performance -separates Wily from all other vendors in the industry.
CA Wily seeks to enhance the functioning efficiency amongst TCSS, its SI vendors, and government IT providers, in order to help evolve into an efficient IT Center of Excellence.
Understanding the Requirements
As per understanding, currently Customs has 4 critical applications out of which the current scope is limited to implement an integrated end to end Application Performance Management solution for comprehensive ACES application deployment.
Within the ACES application, following modules have been included: 
Incident Detection and Notification
When problems occur, operations and application support personnel need to know at the soonest possible moment, before end-users are affected. This requires a proactive detection and notification system.
Rapid Triage
Once a problem has been detected, application support personnel need to quickly and reliably determine where to assign the fix. Effective triage eliminates the chaos of the blame game and finger pointing.
Root Cause Diagnosis
Java developers and system administrators need timely, accurate information about the source of performance problems so that these issues can be resolved with minimal impact on IT resources.
Trend Analysis/Planning
Historical data capture gives IT and the Business Units it serves the information they need to effectively manage and maintain service levels. It also allows capacity planners to analyze trends over time and plan for future needs.
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Fig 2: Transaction Tracer functionality
Introscope's built-in Transaction Tracer functionality provides an excellent facility for just this purpose. The following screenshots fig01, fig02 and fig03 show a view of the transaction. This view can be used to determine if the application is making excessive calls to particular methods in the code. (a.k.a. ‗Death by a thousand paper cuts'). By integrating with the system management procedures, Introscope empowers your IT organization to create an effective, and necessary, process for detecting and resolving web application performance issues. With hyper-linking and customizable graphical displays, Introscope's easy-to-use dashboards can be tailored for individual users to offer deep, intuitive views of the application infrastructure. These dashboards integrate seamlessly with pre-defined operations procedures allowing operations personnel to identify and triage application performance issues regardless of their level of Java expertise. Additionally, Introscope Console Lens decreases the time-to-value of Introscope by giving you the option of using an existing dashboard configuration to monitor multiple applications.
Fig 3: SMCS
Some key benefits for TCSS
o Provide visibility into the integrity of transactions, as they happen.
o Provide the ability to visualize performance at both granular and abstracted levels.
o Detect performance threats and alert staff as performance metrics approach thresholds-not after they violate them.
o Offer highly customizable reports and dashboards to meet the needs of diverse users-from operators to application owners, database administrators, and the Departments Heads.
o Provide low-level diagnostics that help pinpoint the source of performance glitches.
o Record and provide historical performance data for analysis and continuous improvement. 
USE CASE SCOPE OF WORK (SOW) AND THE END DELIVERABLES
Overview
The CA Wily APM Rapid Implementation methodology is designed to deploy CA Wily Introscope and CA Wily CEM in the TCSS environment to provide 24 x 7 monitoring of web applications to help detect various performance issues and provide an opportunity for the TCSS and its Application SI, TCSS to resolve these issues before they affect end-user customers (the -Solution‖).
ALCEL Networks Services will work with the TCSS to design, install, configure and deploy the selected software in accordance with specific parameters set forth herein (the -Project‖). Industry best Project Management techniques were applied like Agile Communication [6] 
Responsibilities of the parties
The team performing this Project will consist of (i) ALCEL Networks personnel and (ii) Customer personnel (collectively, the "Project Team"). TCSS and ALCEL Networks are each responsible for the performance of their respective independent contractors. Each party agrees to provide qualified personnel to perform their responsibilities under this SOW and to use practical and diligent efforts to maintain the continuity of their respective personnel assigned to the Project and perform the tasks identified as their responsibility in the Project schedule.
TCSS and ALCEL Networks will mutually agree upon the tasks to be completed by both parties prior to each Project Stage and, upon validation of planning, schedule, tasks, specifications and test criteria; any such decisions will not be unreasonably withheld or delayed.
Customer acknowledges and agrees to execute the Milestone Acceptance Form attached as Exhibit 1 upon completion of the Project set forth herein.
Project management services
ALCEL Networks will designate a principal point-of-contact to act as the ALCEL Networks project manager for the Project to provide the services below. TCSS agrees to designate a point-of-contact as the TCSS project manager to assist the ALCEL Networks point-of-contact to fulfill the responsibilities as set out below. 
Project approach
This Project will be performed in accordance with ALCEL Networks's implementation methodology identified in the stages below (each a -Stage‖; collectively the -Stages‖). Each Stage has a predetermined set of tasks and goals.
The work from the prior Stage will form the basis of the work for the next Stage. If work from a prior Stage is revisited at a later Stage, this will result in a change to the Project fee and schedule.
Project Plan A detailed project plan with timelines will be compiled during the first week of the engagement and submitted for acknowledgement.
In performance of this SOW, ALCEL Networks will work with TCSS to complete the following: Within eight weeks following the implementation wrap upmeeting, ALCEL Networks and Customer will conduct a checkup session to be performed remotely by ALCEL Networks, up to two (2) hours in duration for each CA Wily product deployed, to review performance of the Solution and respond to any related questions or issues.
CONFIGURATION PARAMETERS
The following specific parameters and constraints, as well as those defined within the Stages above were used in determining the scope of Services of this SOW. Any changes to these specifications may result in a change to the Project fee or schedule and will be handled using the Change procedure above. b. Solution requirements will be defined in a High-Level Design document during project start or applicable questionnaire, and will be reviewed and re-validated during implementation. Changes to these requirements and/or discovery of previously unidentified considerations during review or validation are subject to a Change Request and will result in a change to the Fixed Price of this SOW.
c. All onsite work is to be done at one (1) TCSS location in INDIA (the -central site‖) unless otherwise agreed to in writing by ALCEL Networks and TCSS.
d. Access to information and documentation concerning TCSS systems and applications including relevant business and technical documentation will be provided. This includes, without limitation, any current and planned for configuration schematics, network topology schematics, and capacity planning documents, where appropriate.
e. Security access levels available to ALCEL Networks personnel will be identified prior to the start of the implementation. As much security access as possible according to company policies will be set up and identified.
f. TCSS personnel will be available at installation time to assist with administrator access to servers and systems and to resolve any network issues including firewall configuration and any other access issues that require access other than that supplied to ALCEL Networks personnel.
g. Network connectivity to all users will be available 24/7.
h. ALCEL Networks has the right to utilize independent contractors to support the delivery of the Services set forth herein notwithstanding anything to the contrary.
CONCLUSION
The outcome of the USE CASE presents 
